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Constricted construction
A hard-to-access site proved no challenge for this team
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poolside showcase

With a site as difficult as this to access, the team
at KMD The Outdoor Construction Company
was the obvious choice for such a project.
Specialising in detailed pool construction
and project coordination, KMD is a fully
licensed and insured Sydney-based pool builder,
garden designer and construction company. By
demolishing the existing laundry, they were
able to establish access to the rear yard. The
laundry was later reconfigured and rebuilt by
KMD as well.
In conjunction with Dave Merry, Kieran
Devlin and the KMD team worked on all aspects
on the pool construction project including the
Alpine stone walling, timber decking, lighting,
paving and coping.
In addition to the timber decking, a timber
cladding was featured on a raised wall to tie the
decking, fencing and pool together. Plantings
of lush foliage soften the overall look and help
integrate the built landscape with the leafy
natural surrounds.
Aqua-blue tiles ensure the pool sparkles by
day, while in-built lights in and around the pool
make it shine and catch the eye at night. It is all
these small details that make KMD great at what
they do.
The full-length swim-out ledge creates an
inviting entry to the pool. It also provides a shallow
area for kids to safely play, and a cool refreshing
seating area, perfect for those hot days.
An entertainment area was built at the far
end of the pool. Including a bar, barbecue and

dining area, this space is perfect for entertaining,
relaxing or supervising children in the pool.
The attached lawn area provides another space
for children to play while the adults enjoy the
elevated entertaining deck.
KMD can provide everything from initial
plans and advice through to full construction and
maintenance, from small to large developments.
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KMD The Outdoor Construction
Company is a friendly, hardworking,
professional and creative team lead
by Kieran Devlin. They have more than
11 years experience designing and
reviving outdoor spaces. Offering
innovative and unique solutions, they
provide an extensive range of integrated
services, such as pool construction,
feature walls, stone facades, outdoor
entertaining areas and hard and
softscapes.
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